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to have solemnly suggested this consideration, to
the consciences of those by whom this impious
practice might be suppressed. If such there be,
which he is strongly inclined to believe, theirs is
the crime, and theirs the responsibility of suffering
it to continue .
In the foregoing observations, it has not been the
writer's intention to discuss completely that copious
^subject, the love of worldly estimation. It would
be to exceed the limits of a work like this, fully to
investigate so large, and at the same time so impor-
tant, a topic. Enough, however, may have perhaps
been said, to make it evident that this principle
is of a character highly questionable ; that it should
be brought under absolute subjection, and watched
with the most jealous care: that, notwithstanding
its lofty pretensions, it often can by no means justly
boast that high origin and exalted nature, which its
superficial admirers are disposed to concede to it.
What real intrinsic essential value, it r^^^
might be asked, does there appear to be ofinordi-
in a virtue, which had wholly changed its nate low °f
nature and character, if public opinion ^S*^"
had been different I But it is in truth of
base extraction, and ungenerous qualities, it springs
from selfishness, and vanity, and low ambition; by
f The writer cannot omit this opportunity of declaring, that he
should long ago have brought this subject before the notice of Parlia-
ment, but for a perfect conviction that he should probably thereby
only give encouragement to a system he wishes to see at an end.
The practice has been at different periods nearly stopped by positive
laws, in various nations on the continent; and there can be little
doubt of the efficacy of what has been more than once suggested—
a Court of Honour, to take cognizance of such offences as would
naturally fall within its province. The effects of this establishment
would doubtless require to be enforced by legislative provisions,
directly punishing the practice ; and by discouraging at court, and
in the military and naval situations, all who should directly or indi-
rectly be guilty of it.

